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Abstract
The ability to simultaneously record from large numbers of neurons in behaving animals

has ushered in a new era for the study of the neural circuit mechanisms underlying cognitive

functions. One promising approach to uncovering the dynamical and computational princi-

ples governing population responses is to analyze model recurrent neural networks (RNNs)

that have been optimized to perform the same tasks as behaving animals. Because the opti-

mization of network parameters specifies the desired output but not the manner in which to

achieve this output, “trained” networks serve as a source of mechanistic hypotheses and a

testing ground for data analyses that link neural computation to behavior. Complete access

to the activity and connectivity of the circuit, and the ability to manipulate them arbitrarily,

make trained networks a convenient proxy for biological circuits and a valuable platform for

theoretical investigation. However, existing RNNs lack basic biological features such as the

distinction between excitatory and inhibitory units (Dale’s principle), which are essential if

RNNs are to provide insights into the operation of biological circuits. Moreover, trained net-

works can achieve the same behavioral performance but differ substantially in their struc-

ture and dynamics, highlighting the need for a simple and flexible framework for the

exploratory training of RNNs. Here, we describe a framework for gradient descent-based

training of excitatory-inhibitory RNNs that can incorporate a variety of biological knowledge.

We provide an implementation based on the machine learning library Theano, whose auto-

matic differentiation capabilities facilitate modifications and extensions. We validate this

framework by applying it to well-known experimental paradigms such as perceptual deci-

sion-making, context-dependent integration, multisensory integration, parametric working

memory, and motor sequence generation. Our results demonstrate the wide range of neural

activity patterns and behavior that can be modeled, and suggest a unified setting in which

diverse cognitive computations and mechanisms can be studied.
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Author Summary

Cognitive functions arise from the coordinated activity of many interconnected neurons. As
neuroscientists increasingly use large datasets of simultaneously recorded neurons to study
the brain, one approach that has emerged as a promising tool for interpreting population
responses is to analyze model recurrent neural networks (RNNs) that have been optimized
to perform the same tasks as recorded animals. Complete access to the activity and connec-
tivity of the circuit, and the ability to manipulate them in arbitrary ways, make trained net-
works a convenient proxy for biological circuits and a valuable platform for theoretical
investigation. However, existing RNNs lack basic biological features that are essential if
RNNs are to provide insights into the circuit-level operation of the brain. Moreover, trained
networks can achieve the same behavioral performance but differ substantially in their
structure and dynamics, highlighting the need for a simple and flexible framework for the
exploratory training of RNNs. Here we describe and provide an implementation for such a
framework, which we apply to several well-known experimental paradigms that illustrate
the diversity of detail that can be modeled. Our work provides a foundation for neuroscien-
tists to harness trained RNNs in their own investigations of the neural basis of cognition.

This is a PLOS Computational BiologyMethods paper.

Introduction
Computations in the brain are carried out by populations of interconnected neurons. While
single-neuron responses can reveal a great deal about the neural mechanisms underlying vari-
ous sensory, motor, and cognitive functions, neural mechanisms often involve the coordinated
activity of many neurons whose complex individual dynamics are not easily explained by tun-
ing to experimental parameters [1–4]. A growing recognition of the importance of studying
population-level responses is reflected in the increasing number of studies that use large data-
sets of simultaneously or sequentially recorded neurons to infer neural circuit mechanisms [5–
9]. At the same time, the novel challenges posed by high-dimensional neural data have led to
the development of new methods for analyzing and modeling such data [10–12].

One approach that has emerged as a promising tool for identifying the dynamical and
computational mechanisms embedded in large neural populations is to study model recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) whose connection weights have been optimized to perform the same
tasks as recorded animals [5, 7]. In [5], for example, the “trained” network was analyzed to
reveal a previously unknown selection mechanism for context-dependent integration of sen-
sory stimuli that was consistent with data obtained from behaving monkeys. RNNs of rate
units, which describe biological circuits as a set of firing rates (nonlinearities) interacting
through synapses (connection weights) (Fig 1), interpolate between biophysically detailed spik-
ing-neuron models and the wider class of continuous-time dynamical systems: the units of an
RNN can be interpreted as the temporal or ensemble average of one or more co-tuned spiking
neurons [13], while any nonlinear dynamical system can be approximated by an RNN with a
sufficient number of units [14, 15]. The optimization of network parameters typically specifies
the desired output but not the manner in which to achieve this output, i.e., the what but not the
how. Trained RNNs therefore serve as a source of candidate hypotheses about circuit
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mechanisms and a testing ground for data analyses that link neural computation to behavior.
Complete access to the activity and connectivity of the circuit, and the ability to manipulate
them in arbitrary ways, make trained networks a convenient proxy for biological circuits and a
valuable platform for theoretical investigation [12, 16, 17].

For many tasks of interest, however, training can result in multiple networks that achieve
the same behavioral performance but differ substantially in their connectivity and dynamics.
As highlighted in recent work [8], the particular solution that is discovered by the training
algorithm depends strongly on the set of constraints and “regularizations” used in the optimi-
zation process, so that training RNNs to perform a task is not entirely unbiased with respect to
the how. Indeed, for the purposes of modeling animal tasks in systems neuroscience the ques-
tion is no longer whether an RNN can be trained to perform the task—the answer appears to
be yes in a wide range of settings—but what architectures and regularizations lead to network
activity that is most similar to neural recordings obtained from behaving animals.

Answering this question is essential if RNNs are to provide insights into the operation of the
brain at the level of neural circuits [18], and extends the classical connectionist approach [19,
20]. Doing so requires a simple and flexible framework for the exploratory training of RNNs to
investigate the effects of different constraints on network properties, particularly those con-
straints that render the RNNs more biologically plausible. For instance, many RNNs studied to
date have “firing rates” that are both positive and negative. More fundamentally, existing net-
works do not satisfy Dale’s principle [21], the basic and ubiquitous observation that neurons in
the mammalian cortex have purely excitatory or inhibitory effects on other neurons. The anal-
ogous constraint that all connection weights from a given unit must have the same sign can
have a profound effect on the types of dynamics, such as non-normality [22], that operate in
the circuit. Moreover, connections from excitatory and inhibitory neurons exhibit different lev-
els of sparseness and specificity, with non-random features in the distribution of connection
patterns among neurons both within local circuits [23–27] and among cortical areas [28–30].
Notably, long-range projections between areas are primarily excitatory. Such details must be
included in a satisfactory model of local and large-scale cortical computation.

Fig 1. Recurrent neural network (RNN). A trained RNN of excitatory and inhibitory rate units r(t) receives
time-varying inputs u(t) and produces the desired time-varying outputs z(t). Inputs encode task-relevant
sensory information or internal rules, while outputs indicate a decision in the form of an abstract decision
variable, probability distribution, or direct motor output. Only the recurrent units have their own dynamics:
inputs are considered to be given and the outputs are read out from the recurrent units. Each unit of an RNN
can be interpreted as the temporally smoothed firing rate of a single neuron or the spatial average of a group
of similarly tuned neurons.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g001
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We address this challenge by describing flexible, gradient descent-based training of excit-
atory-inhibitory RNNs that can incorporate a variety of biological knowledge, particularly of
local and large-scale connectivity in the brain. Several different methods have previously been
used to train RNNs for cognitive tasks in neuroscience, including first-order reduced and con-
trolled error (FORCE) [7, 31, 32] and Hessian-free (HF) [5, 33, 34]. Here we use minibatch
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with the modifications described in [35], which remove the
major difficulties associated with pure gradient descent training of RNNs. SGD is conceptually
simple without sacrificing performance [36, 37] and is particularly advantageous in the pres-
ent context for the following reasons: Unlike FORCE and like HF, SGD allows us to more eas-
ily formulate the problem of training an RNN as one of minimizing an objective function that
can be modified to induce different types of solutions [8]. Meanwhile, like FORCE and unlike
HF, for many tasks SGD can update parameters on a trial-by-trial basis, i.e., in an “online”
fashion. This opens up the possibility of exploring across-trial effects that cannot be studied
when large numbers of trials are required for each iteration of learning, as in the HF algo-
rithm. Although none of the learning methods discussed here can at present be considered
biological, recent work also suggests that spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) [38],
which is believed to be a basic rule governing synaptic weight changes in the brain, may corre-
spond to a form of SGD [39, 40]. However, the focus of our approach will be on the results,
not the mechanism, of learning.

We provide an implementation of this framework based on the Python machine learning
library Theano [41, 42], whose automatic differentiation capabilities facilitate modifications
and extensions. Theano also simplifies the use of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) when
available to speed up computations. The implementation was designed to minimize the over-
head for each new task by only requiring a specification of the network structure and correct
input-output relationship to be learned. It also streamlines the testing and analysis of the
resulting networks by using the same (customizable) specification for both training and test-
ing (S1 Code). We demonstrate the application of this framework to well-known experimen-
tal paradigms that illustrate the diversity of tasks and details that can be modeled: perceptual
decision-making, context-dependent integration, multisensory integration, parametric work-
ing memory, and eye-movement sequence generation. Using the resulting networks we per-
form both single-neuron and population-level analyses associated with the corresponding
experimental paradigm. Our results show that trained RNNs provide a unified setting in
which diverse computations and mechanisms can be studied, laying the foundation for more
neuroscientists to harness trained RNNs in their own investigations of the neural basis of
cognition.

Materials and Methods
In this section we first define the RNNs used in this work, show how constraints can be intro-
duced, then describe training the networks using a modified form of stochastic gradient
descent (SGD).

Recurrent neural networks
RNNs receive a set of Nin time-varying inputs u(t) and produce Nout outputs z(t), where inputs
encode task-relevant sensory information and outputs typically represent a decision variable or
probability distribution (Fig 1). Outputs can also relate to the direct motor effector, such as eye
position, by which an animal indicates its decision in the behavioral paradigm. We consider
RNNs whose N firing rates r(t) are related to their corresponding currents x(t) by the threshold
(rectified) linear “f-I curve” [x]+ = max(x, 0), which maps arbitrary input currents to positive
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firing rates: x if x> 0 and 0 otherwise. The RNNs are described by the equations

t _x ¼ �xþWrecrþW inuþ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ts2

rec

p
ξ; ð1Þ

r ¼ ½x�þ; ð2Þ

z ¼Woutr; ð3Þ

or, more explicitly,

t
dxi
dt
¼ �xi þ

XN
j¼1

Wrec
ij rj þ

XNin

k¼1
W in

ik uk þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ts2

rec

p
xi; ð4Þ

ri ¼ ½xi�þ; ð5Þ

z‘ ¼
XN
i¼1

Wout
‘i ri ð6Þ

for i = 1, . . ., N and ℓ = 1, . . ., Nout. In these equations τ is the time constant of the network
units,Win is an N × Nin matrix of connection weights from the inputs to network units,Wrec is
an N × Nmatrix of recurrent connection weights between network units,Wout is an Nout × N
matrix of connection weights from the network units to the outputs, and ξ are N independent
Gaussian white noise processes with zero mean and unit variance that represent noise intrinsic
to the network. It is worth noting that if for some ℓ = 1, . . ., N′, N′� N, the output weights
Wout

‘i ¼ d‘i where δij = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise, then the readout is the same as a subset of the
network firing rates. This is useful in situations where the aim is to fix a subset of the units to
experimentally recorded firing rates.

Without the rectification nonlinearity [x]+ (in which case r = x), Eqs 1–3 would describe a
linear system whose dynamics is completely determined byWrec. Thus, one way to understand
the effect of rectification is to consider a linear dynamical system whose coupling matrixWrec

at any given time includes only those columns that correspond to “active” units with positive
summed current xi (and hence positive firing rate ri) [43]. This toggles the network between
different linear maps, thereby endowing the network with the capacity for more complex com-
putations than would be possible with a single linear network [44, 45]. As a convenient base-
line, the recurrent noise in Eq 1 has been scaled so that in the corresponding linear network
without rectification each unit is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with variance s2

rec whenWrec

=Win = 0.
In practice, the continuous-time dynamics in Eqs 1–3 are discretized to Euler form (which

we indicate by writing time as a subscript, Xt = X(t � Δt) for a time-dependent variable X) in
time steps of size Δt as [46]

xt ¼ ð1� aÞxt�1 þ aðWrecrt�1 þW inutÞ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2as2

rec

p
Nð0; 1Þ; ð7Þ

rt ¼ ½xt�þ; ð8Þ

zt ¼Woutrt; ð9Þ

where α = Δt/τ and N(0, 1) are normally distributed random numbers with zero mean and unit
variance, sampled independently at every time step. In this formulation, the usual discrete-
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time RNNs used in machine learning applications correspond to α = 1 or Δt = τ. To minimize
computational effort we train the network with a value of Δt that is as large as possible such
that the same network behavior is recovered in the continuous limit of Δt! 0.

Although the details of the inputs to the network are specific to each task, it is convenient to
represent all inputs as a rectified sum of baseline u0, task-dependent signal utask(t), and Gauss-
ian white noise ξ:

uðtÞ ¼ u0 þ utaskðtÞ þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ts2

in

p
ξ

h i
þ

ð10Þ

in the continuous description, and

ut ¼ u0 þ utask
t þ

1

a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2as2

in

p
Nð0; 1Þ

� �
þ

ð11Þ

in the discrete-time description. Motivated by the interpretation that the network under study
is only one part of a larger circuit, the baseline and noise terms in the inputs can together be
considered the spontaneous firing rate of “upstream” units that project to the network.

We note that in Eq 1 the external “sensory” noise ultimately combines with the intrinsic
noise, with the difference that input noise can be shared between many units in the network
while the recurrent noise is private to each unit. There are many cases where the external and
internal noise trade off in their effect on the network, for instance on its psychometric perfor-
mance in a perceptual decision-making task. However, the two sources of noise can be biologi-
cally and conceptually quite different [47], and for this reason it is helpful to separate the two
types of noise in our formulation.

Finally, in many cases (the exception being networks that are run continuously without
reset) it is convenient to optimize the initial condition x0 = x(0) at time t = 0 along with the net-
work weights. This merely selects a suitable starting point for each run, reducing the time it
takes for the network to relax to its spontaneous state in the absence of inputs. It has little effect
on the robustness of the network due to the recurrent noise used both during and after training;
in particular, the network state at the time of stimulus onset is highly variable across trials.

RNNs with separate excitatory and inhibitory populations
A basic and ubiquitous observation in the mammalian cortex, known in the more general case
as Dale’s principle [21], is that cortical neurons have either purely excitatory or inhibitory
effects on postsynaptic neurons. Moreover, excitatory neurons outnumber inhibitory neurons
by a ratio of roughly 4 to 1. In a rate model with positive firing rates such as the one given by
Eqs 1–3, a connection from unit j to unit i is “excitatory” ifWrec

ij > 0 and “inhibitory” if

Wrec
ij < 0. A unit j is excitatory if all of its projections on other units are zero or excitatory, i.e.,

ifWrec
ij � 0 for all i; similarly, unit j is inhibitory ifWrec

ij � 0 for all i. In the case where the out-

puts are considered to be units in a downstream network, consistency requires that for all ℓ the
readout weights satisfyWout

‘j � 0 andWout
‘j � 0 for excitatory and inhibitory units j, respec-

tively. Since long-range projections in the mammalian cortex are exclusively excitatory, for
most networks we limit readout to the excitatory units. It is also natural in most cases to
assume that inputs to the network are long-range inputs from an upstream circuit, and we
assume all elements of the input weight matrixWin are non-negative. For consistency with the
following, we indicate this asWin =Win,+. Once again, this is only meaningful if the inputs
themselves are always non-negative, motivating the rectification of inputs in Eq 10.

In order to train RNNs that satisfy the above constraints, we parametrize the recurrent
weight matrixWrec as the product of a non-negative matrixWrec,+ and a diagonal matrix D of
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1’s and −1’s,Wrec =Wrec,+ D. For example, consider a network containing 4 excitatory units
and 1 inhibitory unit; the excitatory/inhibitory signature of the network is then D = diag(1, 1,
1, 1, −1) (a matrix with the specified entries on the diagonal and zeros everywhere else), and
the full recurrent weight matrix has the form

þ þ þ �
þ þ þ �
þ þ þ �
þ þ þ �
þ þ þ þ

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Wrec

¼

þ þ þ þ
þ þ þ þ
þ þ þ þ
þ þ þ þ
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0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Wrec;þ

1

1

1

1

�1

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
D

; ð12Þ

where absent matrix elements indicate zeros. Although an individual unit in an RNN does not
necessarily represent a single neuron, we typically fix the self-connections represented by the
diagonal elements ofWrec to be zero, see below. Similarly, if the readout from the network is
considered to be long-range projections to a downstream network, then the output weights are
parametrized asWout =Wout,+ D.

During training, the positivity ofWin,+,Wrec,+, andWout,+ can be enforced in several ways,
including rectification [W]+ and the absolute value function |W|. Here we use rectification.

Specifying the pattern of connectivity
In addition to dividing units into separate excitatory and inhibitory populations, we can also
constrain their pattern of connectivity. This can range from simple constraints such as the
absence of self-connections to more complex structures derived from biology. Local cortical
circuits have distance [48], layer [26, 49, 50], and cell-type [23, 25, 27, 51] dependent patterns
of connectivity and different overall levels of sparseness for excitatory to excitatory, inhibitory
to excitatory, excitatory to inhibitory, and inhibitory to inhibitory connections [52, 53].
Although the density of connections in a trained network can be either fixed (hard constraint)
or induced through regularization (soft constraint) (see Eq 27), here we focus on the former to
address the more general problem of imposing known biological structure on trained networks.
For instance, in models of large-scale, distributed computation in the brain we can consider
multiple cortical “areas” characterized by local inhibition within areas and long-range excita-
tion between areas. These long-range connections can be distributed according to a highly
complex topology [28–30]. It is also desirable when testing specific hypotheses about circuit
structure to fix a subset of the connection weights to predefined values while leaving others as
“plastic,”modifiable by training.

A simple way to impose hard constraints on the connectivity is to parametrize the weight
matrices using masks. As an example, suppose we would like to train a subset of the excitatory
weights and also fix two of the inhibitory weights to w1 and w2 so that they are not modified
during training. We can implement this by writing

Wrec;þ ¼

0 1 1 1 0

1 0 1 0 1

1 1 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 0

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Mrec

�

� þ þ þ �
þ � þ � þ
þ þ � þ þ
� þ þ � �
þ þ þ þ �

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Wrec;plastic;þ

þ

0 0 0 0 w1

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 w2

0 0 0 0 0

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Wrec;fixed;þ

; ð13Þ
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where� denotes the element-wise multiplication of two matrices (not standard matrix multi-
plication). HereWrec,plastic,+ is obtained by rectifying the (unconstrained) trained weightsWrec,

plastic, so thatWrec,plastic,+ = [Wrec,plastic]+, whileW
rec,fixed,+ is a matrix of fixed weights. The ele-

ments that are marked with a dot are irrelevant and play no role in the network’s dynamics. Eq
13 has the effect of optimizing only those elements which are nonzero in the multiplying mask
Mrec, which ensures that the weights corresponding to zeros do not contribute. Some elements,
for instance the inhibitory weights w1 and w2 in Eq 13, remain fixed at their specified values
throughout training. Explicitly, the full weight matrix of the RNN is related to the underlying
trained weight matrixWrec,plastic by (cf. Eq 12)

Wrec ¼ ðMrec � ½Wrec;plastic�þ þWrec;fixed;þÞD; ð14Þ

and similarly for the input and output weights.

Initialization
In networks that do not contain separate excitatory and inhibitory populations, it is convenient
to initialize the recurrent weight matrix asWrec ¼ rWrec

0 , whereWrec
0 is formed by setting a

fraction p, 0< p� 1, of elements to nonzero values drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
mean 0 and variance (pN)−1, and the remaining fraction 1 − p to zero [31]. This can be under-
stood as first generating a random matrixWrec

0 , then multiplying by ρ/ρ0 where ρ0 = 1 is the
spectral radius ofWrec

0 and ρ is the desired spectral radius of the initial weight matrix. Here the
spectral radius is the largest absolute value of the eigenvalues.

To initialize an excitatory-inhibitory network with an arbitrary pattern of connections, we
similarly first generate a matrixWrec

0 and letWrec ¼ ðr=r0ÞWrec
0 where ρ0 is the spectral radius

ofWrec
0 . Unlike in the case of random Gaussian matrices, the (asymptotically) exact spectral

radius is usually unknown and must be computed numerically. Moreover, since the signs of
the matrix elements are determined by the excitatory or inhibitory nature of the units, it is
more natural to use a distribution over positive numbers to first generateWrec;þ

0 (Eq 12). Many
distributions, including the uniform and log-normal distributions, can be used; inspired by
previous work [54], here we use the gamma distribution to initialize the recurrent weight
matrixWrec;þ

0 . The means μE (excitatory) and μI (inhibitory) of the gamma distributions are
chosen to balance the excitatory and inhibitory inputs to each unit [55], i.e., ∑j 2 exc |μj| = ∑j 2
inh |μj|, with the overall mean set by the imposed spectral radius ρ. We did not use the “initiali-
zation trick” of [56], as this requires the existence of self-connections.

For the input weight matrixW in;þ
0 and output weight matrixWout;þ

0 , we initialize with small
positive numbers drawn from a uniform distribution.

Training RNNs with gradient descent
To train an RNN, we assume that at each time step (or subset of time steps) there is a correct

set of target outputs ztarget
t that depend on the current and previous history of inputs ut′ for t′�

t, i.e., we only consider tasks that can be translated into a “supervised” form. The goal is then to
find network parameters, which we collectively denote as θ, that minimize the difference
between the correct output and the actual output of the network. More generally, we minimize
an objective function EðθÞ that includes not only this error but other terms such as an L1-regu-
larization term (for encouraging sparse weights or activation patterns) that influence the types
of solutions found by the training algorithm. We begin with the case where the objective func-
tion depends only on the error; one possibility for the loss LðθÞ that measures the difference
between the correct and actual outputs is the squared sum of differences averaged over Ntrials
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trials, Nout outputs, and Ntime time points:

E ¼ 1

Ntrials

XNtrials

n¼1
Ln; ð15Þ

Ln ¼
1

NoutNtime

XNout

‘¼1

XNtime

t¼1
Merror

t‘ ðztÞ‘ � ðztarget
t Þ‘

� �2
: ð16Þ

For each trial n in Eq 16, (zt)ℓ is the ℓ-th output, at time t, of the discretized network in Eq 9.
The error maskMerror is a matrix of ones and zeros that determines whether the error in output
ℓ at time t should be taken into account. In many decision-making tasks, for example, this
allows us to train networks by specifying only the final, but not the intermediate, time course
for the outputs.

In gradient descent training the parameters of the network are updated iteratively according
to (for more sophisticated forms of gradient descent see, e.g., [57])

θðiÞ ¼ θði�1Þ þ δθði�1Þ; ð17Þ

where i denotes the iteration. The parameter change, δθ, is taken to be proportional to the neg-
ative gradient of the objective function with respect to the network parameters as

δθði�1Þ ¼ �ZrE ði�1Þ; ð18Þ

where η is the learning rate andrE ði�1Þ ¼ rEðθði�1ÞÞ is the value of the gradient evaluated on
the parameters from iteration i − 1. Importantly, the required gradient can be computed effi-
ciently by backpropagation through time (BPTT) [58] and automatically by the Python
machine library Theano [41, 42]. In component form the parameter update at iteration i is
given by

yðiÞk ¼ yði�1Þk � Z
@E
@yk

� 	ði�1Þ
; ð19Þ

where k runs over all the parameters of the network that are being optimized. Eqs 17 and 18
are motivated by the observation that, for a small change δθ in the value of the parameters, the
corresponding change in the value of the objective function is given by

Eðθ þ δθÞ � EðθÞ ’ rE � δθ ¼ jrEjjδθj cos�; ð20Þ

where |�| denotes the norm of a vector and ϕ is the angle betweenrE and δθ. This change is
most negative when ϕ = 180°, i.e., when the change in parameters is in the opposite direction of
the gradient. “Minibatch stochastic” refers to the fact that the gradient of the objective function
EðθÞ is only approximated by evaluating EðθÞ over a relatively small number of trials (in partic-
ular, smaller than or comparable to the number of trial conditions) rather than using many tri-
als to obtain the “true” gradient. Intuitively, this improves convergence to a satisfactory
solution when the objective function is a highly complicated function of the parameters by sto-
chastically sampling the gradient and thereby escaping saddle points [59] or poor local minima,
while still performing an averaged form of gradient descent over many stochastic updates.

Even so, SGD with the objective function given in Eqs 15 and 16 often fails to converge to a
solution when the network must learn dependencies between distant time points [60]. To rem-
edy this problem, which is due to some gradient components being too large (exploding gradi-
ents) and some gradient components being too small (vanishing gradients), we follow [35] in
making two modifications. First, the exploding gradient problem is addressed by simply
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“clipping” the gradient when its norm exceeds a maximum G: instead of Eq 18 for the direction
and size of the update, we use

δθði�1Þ ¼
�ZrE ði�1Þ � G

jrE ði�1Þj if jrE ði�1Þj > G;

�ZrE ði�1Þ otherwise:

8><
>: ð21Þ

Second, the vanishing gradient problem is addressed by modifying the objective function with
the addition of a regularization term:

E ¼ 1

Ntrials

XNtrials

n¼1
ðLn þ lOOnÞ; ð22Þ

On ¼
XNtime

t¼1

j @Ln
@xt

@xt
@xt�1
j2

j @Ln
@xt
j2 � 1

 !2

: ð23Þ

In Eq 22 the multiplier λO determines the effect of the regularization term On, with no effect
for λO = 0. In Eq 23, the first term in parentheses is the ratio between the squared norms of two
vectors, which we would like to be close to 1. The somewhat opaque (row) vector expression in
the numerator can be unpacked as (cf. Eq 7)

@Ln

@xt

@xt

@xt�1

� 	
j

¼
XN
k¼1

@Ln

@ðxtÞk
@ðxtÞk
@ðxt�1Þj

ð24Þ

¼ ð1� aÞ @Ln

@xt

þ a
@Ln

@xt

Wrec

� 	
� ðr0t�1Þ

� �
j

: ð25Þ

Here each component r′(xt) of r′(xt) is the derivative of the f-I curve, i.e., 1 if x> 0 and 0 other-
wise in the case of rectification, and� denotes element-wise multiplication of two vectors. For
consistency in notation we treat r0t�1 here as a row vector. One subtlety in the implementation
of this term is that, for computational efficiency, only the “immediate” derivative of On with
respect to the network parameters is used, i.e., with xt and @Ln=@xt treated as constant [35].
The relevant network parameters in this case are the elements of the trained weight matrix
Wrec,plastic, which is related toWrec through Eq 14.

The role of the regularization term On is to preserve the size of the gradients as errors are
backpropagated through time. This is accomplished by preserving the norm of @xt/@xt−1,
which propagates errors in time [35], along @Ln=@xt , which is the direction in which the
change in the objective function is greatest with respect to xt. More intuitively, the impact of
the regularization term on network dynamics can be understood by noting that if @xt/@xt′ is
small for some t′< t then, by definition, xt does not depend on small changes in xt′, which may
occur when x is close to an attractor. Preserving the norm of @xt/@xt−1 through time therefore
encourages the network to remain at the boundaries between basins of attraction and thus
encourages longer computation times. For instance, this results in perceptual decision net-
works that can integrate their inputs for a long period of time, before converging to one of the
choice attractors. We note that, although the numerator and denominator in Eq 23 appear, by
the chain rule, to preserve the ratio of @Ln=@xt�1 to @Ln=@xt , this is only approximately true.
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Specifically,

@Ln

@xt

@xt

@xt�1
¼ @Ln

@xt�1
� @Ln;t�1

@xt�1
; ð26Þ

because Ln;t�1, the component of Ln from time t − 1, depends on xt−1 but not on xt.

Finally, additional regularization terms may be included to change either the dynamics or
the connectivity. For instance, there are two ways of obtaining sparse recurrent connectivity.
First, we can impose a hard constraint that fixes a chosen subset of weights to be nonzero and
modifiable by the optimization algorithm as described above. Second, we may apply a soft con-
straint by adding the sum of the L1-norms of the weights to the objective function:

E ¼ 1

Ntrials

XNtrials

n¼1
ðLn þ lOOnÞ þ

lrec1

N2

XN
j;k¼1
jWrec

jk j: ð27Þ

In addition, we may choose to encourage solutions with small firing rates through regulariza-
tion of the L2-norms of the firing rates [8]:

E ¼ 1

Ntrials

XNtrials

n¼1
ðLn þ lOOn þ lfr2R

fr
n Þ þ

lrec1

N2

XN
j;k¼1
jWrec

jk j; ð28Þ

Rfr
n ¼

1

NNtime

XN
j¼1

XNtime

t¼1
ðrtÞ2j ð29Þ

where (rt)j is the firing rate of the j-th unit at time t on each trial. Again, we gain flexibility in
defining more complex regularization terms because Theano computes the necessary gradi-
ents using BPTT. Although BPTT is simply a specialized chain rule for neural networks,
automatic differentiation frees us from implementing new gradients each time the objective
function is changed. This greatly facilitates the exploration of soft constraints such as those
considered in [8].

Training protocol
To demonstrate the robustness of the training method, we used many of the same parameters
to train all tasks (Table 1). In particular, the learning rate η, maximum gradient norm G, and
the strength λO of the vanishing-gradient regularization term were kept constant for all net-
works. We also successfully trained networks with values for G and λO that were larger than
the default values given in Table 1. When one or two parameters were modified to illustrate a
particular training procedure, they are noted in the task descriptions. For instance, the number
of trials used for each parameter update (gradient batch size) was the same in all networks
except for the context-dependent integration task (to account for the large number of condi-
tions) and sequence execution task (because of online training, where the number of trials is
one). As a simple safeguard against extreme fine-tuning, we removed all weights below a
threshold, wmin, after training. We also note that, unlike in previous work (e.g., [5]), we used
the same level of stimulus and noise for both training and testing.

Code for generating the figures in this work are available from https://github.com/
xjwanglab/pycog. The distribution includes code for training the networks, running trials, per-
forming analyses, and creating the figures.
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Results
In this section we present the results of applying the training framework to well-known experi-
mental paradigms in systems neuroscience: perceptual decision-making [61–63], context-
dependent integration [5], multisensory integration [64], parametric working memory [34,
65], and eye-movement sequence generation [66]. In addition to establishing the relative ease
of obtaining networks that perform the selected tasks, we show several single-neuron and pop-
ulation analyses associated with each paradigm. These analyses demonstrate that trained net-
works exhibit many, though not yet all, features observed in recorded neurons, and the study
of these networks therefore has the potential to yield insights into biological neural circuits. A
summary of the tasks can be found in Table 2.

The tasks presented in this section represent only a small sample of the diversity of tasks
used in neuroscience. In addition, we have chosen—in most cases arbitrarily—a simple set of
constraints that do not necessarily reflect the full biological reality. Nevertheless, our work pro-
vides the foundation for further exploration of the constraints, regularizations, and network
architectures required to achieve the greatest correspondence between trained RNNs and bio-
logical neural networks.

Perceptual decision-making task
Many experimental paradigms in neuroscience require subjects to integrate noisy sensory sti-
muli in order to choose between two actions (Fig 1). Here we present networks trained to per-
form two variants of perceptual decision-making inspired by the two common variants of the
random dot motion discrimination task [61–63]. For both versions, the network has 100 units
(80 excitatory and 20 inhibitory) and receives two noisy inputs, one indicating evidence for
choice 1 and the other for choice 2, and must decide which is larger. Importantly, the network
is not explicitly told to integrate—it is instead only required to “make a decision” following the
onset of stimulus by holding a high value in the output corresponding to the higher input, and
a low value in the other.

In the variable stimulus-duration version of the task (Fig 2A), stimulus durations are drawn
randomly from a truncated exponential distribution (we note that this is often called the
“fixed-duration” version because the experimentalist sets the reaction time, in contrast to the

Table 1. Parameters for stochastic gradient descent (SGD) training of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs).Unless noted otherwise in the task description, networks were trained and run with the parameters
listed here.

Parameter Symbol Default value

Learning rate η 0.01

Maximum gradient norm G 1

Multiplier for vanishing-gradient regularization Ω λΩ 2

Unit time constant τ 100 ms

Time step (training) Δt τ/5

Time step (testing) Δt 0.5 ms

Initial spectral radius of recurrent weight matrix ρ 1.5

Gradient minibatch size Ntrials 20

Baseline input u0 0.2

Standard deviation for input noise σin 0.01

Standard deviation for recurrent noise σrec 0.15

Minimum weight threshold after training wmin 10−4

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.t001
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“reaction-time” version in which the subject chooses when to respond). This minimizes the
network’s ability to anticipate the end of the stimulus and therefore encourages the network to
continue integrating information as long as the stimulus is present [63]. In the reaction-time
version (Fig 2B), the network must respond soon after the onset of an ongoing stimulus. To
control the speed-accuracy tradeoff, the target outputs during training did not require the net-
work to commit to a decision immediately but instead after a short delay [62]; the delay deter-
mines the cost incurred for answering early but incorrectly versus correctly but at a later time.

All trials begin with a “fixation” period during which both outputs must maintain a low
value, requiring the network to react only to the stimulus. The fixation can be enforced during
training in several ways, including a variable fixation period whose duration is drawn from
another truncated exponential distribution, or by introducing “catch trials” when no stimuli
are presented. For simplicity, here we used a small proportion of catch trials mixed into the
training, together with an additional, unambiguous start cue that signals the onset of stimulus.

Networks trained for both versions of the task show comparable performance in their psy-
chometric functions (Fig 2C and 2D), which are the percentage of trials on which the network
chose choice 1 as a function of the signed coherence. Coherence is a measure of the difference
between evidence for choice 1 and evidence for choice 2, and positive coherence indicates

Table 2. Summary of tasks. In the multisensory integration and parametric working memory tasks, networks receive both positively (pos.; increasing func-
tion) and negatively (neg.; decreasing function) tuned versions of the same input.

Fig Task Network inputs Outputs Features

Fig
2

Perceptual decision making (variable stimulus duration, VS;
reaction-time, RT) [61–63]

Motion 1
Motion 2
Start of stimulus

Choice 1
Choice 2

Psychometric curves (VS, RT)
Percent correct as a function of stimulus
duration (VS)
Reaction-time as a function of coherence,
distribution (RT)
Coherence-dependent firing rates (VS)
Convergence of firing rates aligned to
decision time (RT)

Fig
3

Perceptual decision making (fixed stimulus duration) Motion 1
Motion 2

Choice 1
Choice 2

Psychometric curves
No Dale’s principle vs. Dale’s principle
Dense vs. constrained initial connectivity

Fig
4

Context-dependent integration [5] Motion 1
Motion 2
Color 1
Color 2
Motion context
Color context

Choice 1
Choice 2

Psychometric curves, gating
State-space analysis
Mixed selectivity of single-unit responses
Distribution of regression coefficients

Fig
5

Context-dependent integration Same Same Two areas

Fig
6

Multisensory integration [64] Pos. tuned visual
Neg. tuned visual
Pos. tuned
auditory
Neg. tuned
auditory
Start of stimulus

Choice high
Choice low

Psychometric curves with multisensory
enhancement
Heterogeneous selectivity in single-unit
responses

Fig
7

Parametric working memory [34, 65] Pos. tuned
frequency
Neg. tuned
frequency

Choice f1 > f2
Choice f1 < f2

Heterogeneous tuning
Correlation of tuning across population
Change of tuning during trial

Fig
8

Sequence execution [66] Targets (9)
Sequence (8)

Eye position
(x, y)

Continuous trials
Online learning
State-space analysis: hierarchical decision
making

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.t002
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Fig 2. Perceptual decision-making task. (A) Inputs (upper) and target outputs (lower) for a perceptual
decision-making task with variable stimulus duration, which we refer to as VS here. The choice 1 output must
hold low during fixation (fix.), then high during the decision (dec.) period if the choice 1 input is larger than
choice 2 input, low otherwise, and similarly for the choice 2 output. There are no constraints on output during
the stimulus period. (B) Inputs and target outputs for the reaction-time version of the integration task, which
we refer to as RT. Here the outputs are encouraged to respond after a short delay following the onset of
stimulus. The reaction time is defined as the time it takes for the outputs to reach a threshold. (C)
Psychometric function for the VS version, showing the percentage of trials on which the network chose
choice 1 as a function of the signed coherence. Coherence is a measure of the difference between evidence
for choice 1 and evidence for choice 2, and positive coherence indicates evidence for choice 1 and negative
for choice 2. Solid line is a fit to a cumulative Gaussian distribution. (D) Psychometric function for the RT
version. (E) Percentage of correct responses as a function of stimulus duration in the VS version, for each
nonzero coherence level. (F) Reaction time for correct trials in the RT version as a function of coherence.
Inset: Distribution of reaction times on correct trials. (G) Example activity of a single unit in the VS version
across all correct trials, averaged within conditions after aligning to the onset of the stimulus. Solid (dashed)
lines denote positive (negative) coherence. (H) Example activity of a single unit in the RT version, averaged
within conditions and across all correct trials aligned to the reaction time.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g002
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evidence for choice 1 and negative for choice 2. In experiments with monkeys the signs corre-
spond to inside and outside, respectively, the receptive field of the recorded neuron; although
we do not show it here, this can be explicitly modeled by combining the present task with the
model of “eye position” used in the sequence execution task (below). We emphasize that, unlike
in the usual machine learning setting, our objective is not to achieve “perfect” performance.
Instead, the networks were trained to an overall performance level of approximately 85% across
all nonzero coherences to match the smooth psychometric profiles observed in behaving mon-
keys. We note that this implies that some networks exhibit a slight bias toward choice 1 or
choice 2, as is the case with animal subjects unless care is taken to eliminate the bias through
adjustment of the stimuli. Together with the input noise, the recurrent noise enables the net-
work to smoothly interpolate between low-coherence choice 1 and low-coherence choice 2 tri-
als, so that the network chooses choice 1 on approximately half the zero-coherence trials when
there is no mean difference between the two inputs. Recurrent noise also forces the network to
learn more robust solutions than would be the case without.

For the variable stimulus duration version of the decision-making task, we computed the
percentage of correct responses as a function of the stimulus duration for different coherences
(Fig 2E), showing that for easy, high-coherence trials the duration of the stimulus period only
weakly affects performance [63]. In contrast, for difficult, low-coherence trials the network can
improve its performance by integrating for a longer period of time. Fig 2G shows the activity of
an example unit (selective for choice 1) across all correct trials, averaged within conditions
after aligning to the onset of the stimulus. The activity shows a clear tuning of the unit to differ-
ent signed coherences.

For the reaction-time version of the task, we defined a threshold for the output (here arbi-
trarily taken to be 1, slightly less than the target of 1.2 during training) that constituted a “deci-
sion.” The time it takes to reach this threshold is called the reaction time, and Fig 2F shows this
reaction time as a function of coherence for correct trials, while the inset shows the distribution
of reaction times on correct trials. In the case of the reaction-time version of the task, it is inter-
esting to consider the activity of single units aligned to the decision time in each trial, which
shows that the firing rate of the unit converges to a similar value for all positive coherences (Fig
2H) [62]. This is a nontrivial observation in both experiment [62] and model, as the decision
threshold is only imposed on the outputs and not on the recurrent units themselves.

To illustrate the effect of constraints on connectivity structure—but not on performance—
we also trained three networks for the fixed stimulus-duration version of the task shown in Fig
2A. For these networks we did not use a start cue. In the first network, no constraints were
imposed on the connection weights except for the absence of self-connections (Fig 3A). The
second network was required to satisfy Dale’s principle, with a 4-to-1 ratio of the number of
excitatory to inhibitory units, and purely excitatory inputs and outputs (Fig 3B). The third net-
work was similar, but with the additional constraint that the inputs that signal evidence for
choice 1 and choice 2 project to distinct groups of recurrent units and decisions are read out
from the same group of excitatory units (Fig 3C). The two groups of excitatory units send zero
excitatory projections to each other, communicating instead only through the inhibitory units
and excitatory units that receive no inputs.

In all three cases, a clear structure could be discerned in the connectivity of the trained net-
work by sorting the units by their selectivity index

d0 ¼ m1 � m2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðs2
1 þ s2

2Þ=2
p ; ð30Þ

where m1; s
2
1 are the mean and variance of the unit’s activity, during the stimulus period, on
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trials in which the network chose choice 1, and similarly for m2; s
2
2 for choice 2. For the network

without separate excitatory and inhibitory units (Fig 3A), clustering manifests in the form of
strong excitation among units with similar d′ and strong inhibition between units with differ-
ent d′. The learned input weights also excite one population and inhibit the other. In the case
of the network with separate excitatory and inhibitory populations (Fig 3B), units with differ-
ent d′ interact primarily through inhibitory units [67]. Importantly, despite the fact that the
recurrent weight matrix was initialized with dense, all-to-all connectivity, the two populations
send fewer excitatory projections to each other after training. Similarly, despite the fact that the
input weights initially send evidence for both choices to the two populations, after training the
two groups receive evidence for different choices. Output weights also became segregated after
training. In the third network this structure was imposed from the start, confirming that such a
network could learn to perform the task (Fig 3C).

Fig 3. Perceptual decision-making networks with different constraints. (A) Psychometric function (percent choice 1 as a function of signed coherence)
and connection weights (input, upper-right; recurrent, upper-left; and output, lower) for a network in which all weights may be positive or negative, trained for a
perceptual decision-making task. Connections go from columns (“pre-synaptic”) to rows (“post-synaptic”), with blue representing positive weights and red
negative weights. Different color scales (arbitrary units) were used for the input, recurrent, and output matrices but are consistent across the three networks
shown. In the psychometric function, solid lines are fits to a cumulative Gaussian distribution. In this and the networks in B andC, self-connections were not
allowed. In each case 100 units were trained, but only the 25 units with the largest absolute selectivity index (Eq 30) are shown, ordered frommost selective
for choice 1 (large positive) to most selective for choice 2 (large negative). (B) A network trained for the same task as in A but with the constraint that
excitatory units may only project positive weights and inhibitory units may only project negative weights. All input weights were constrained to be excitatory,
and the readout weights, considered to be “long-range,” were nonzero only for excitatory units. All connections except self-connections were allowed, but
training resulted in a strongly clustered pattern of connectivity. Units are again sorted by selectivity but separately for excitatory and inhibitory units (20
excitatory, 5 inhibitory). (C) Same as B but with the additional constraint that excitatory recurrent units receiving input for choice 1 and excitatory recurrent
units receiving input for choice 2 do not project to one another, and each group sends output to the corresponding choice.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g003
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Context-dependent integration task
In this section and the next we show networks trained for experimental paradigms in which
making a correct decision requires integrating two separate sources of information. We first
present a task inspired by the context-dependent integration task of [5], in which a “context”
cue indicates that one type of stimulus (the motion or color of the presented dots) should be
integrated and the other completely ignored to make the optimal decision.

A network trained for the context-dependent integration task is able to integrate the rele-
vant input while ignoring the irrelevant input. This is reflected in the psychometric functions,
the percentage of trials on which the network chose choice 1 as a function of the signed motion
and color coherences (Fig 4A). The network contains a total of 150 units, 120 of which are
excitatory and 30 inhibitory. The training protocol was very similar to the (fixed-duration) sin-
gle-stimulus decision-making task except for the presence of two independent stimuli and a set
of context inputs that indicate the relevant stimulus. Because of the large number of conditions,
we increased the number of trials for each gradient update to 50.

Previously, population responses in the monkey prefrontal cortex were studied by repre-
senting them as trajectories in neural state space [5]. This was done by using linear regression
to define the four orthogonal, task-related axes of choice, motion, color, and context. The pro-
jection of the population responses onto these axes reveals how the different task variables are
reflected in the neural activity. Fig 4B shows the results of repeating this analysis [5] with the
trained network during the stimulus period. The regression coefficients (Fig 4D) reveal addi-
tional relationships between the task variables, which in turn reflect the mixed selectivity of
individual units to different task parameters as shown by sorting and averaging trials according
to different criteria (Fig 4C).

As a proof of principle, we trained an additional network that could perform the same task
but consisted of separate “areas,” with one area receiving inputs and the other sending outputs
(Fig 5B), which can be compared to the unstructured connectivity of the original network (Fig
5A). Here each area is conceived of as a cortical area containing a group of inhibitory units that
only project locally to excitatory and inhibitory units in the same area. Thus there are no inter-
areal connections originating from inhibitory units. The “sensory” area that receives inputs
sends dense, “long-range” excitatory feedforward connections to the “motor” area from which
outputs are read out, and receives “sparse” (connection probability 0.2) excitatory feedback
projections from the motor area. This example illustrates the promise of using RNNs to explore
how large-scale function may arise in the brain.

Multisensory integration task
The multisensory integration task of [64] also presents the animal—rats, in this case—with two
sources of information. In contrast to the previous task, however, in the multisensory integra-
tion task it is advantageous for the animal to integrate both sources of information when they
are available. Specifically, visual flashes and auditory clicks were presented at rates between 9
events/sec and 16 events/sec, and the animal was required to determine whether the inputs
were below or above the threshold of 12.5 events/sec. When both visual and auditory inputs
were present, they were congruent (presented at the same rate). A network trained for this task
is also given one or more congruent inputs, and can improve its performance by combining
both inputs when they are available (Fig 6A and 6B). The network contains 150 units, 120 of
which are excitatory and 30 inhibitory. A third of the units in the network (both excitatory and
inhibitory) received only visual input, another third only auditory input, and the remaining
third did not receive any input. Outputs were read out from the entire excitatory population.
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The training was again mostly similar to the (fixed-duration) single-stimulus perceptual
decision-making task, except for the presence of two congruent inputs on multisensory trials.
However, in the present task the network must determine whether the given input is larger or
smaller than an arbitrary strength, in contrast to the previous integration tasks where two

Fig 4. Context-dependent integration task. (A) Psychometric function, showing the percentage of trials on which the network chose choice 1 as a function
of the signed motion (upper) and signed color (lower) coherence in motion-context (black) and color-context (blue) trials. (B) Average population responses in
state space during the stimulus period, projected to the 3-dimensional subspace capturing variance due to choice, motion, and color as in [5]. Only correct
trials were included. The task-related axes were obtained through a linear regression analysis. Note that “choice” here has a unit-specific meaning that
depends on the preferred choice of the unit as determined by the selectivity index (Eq 30). For both motion (black) and color (blue), coherences increase from
light to dark. Upper plots show trials during the motion context, and lower plots show trials during the color context. (C) Normalized responses of four
recurrent units during the stimulus period showmixed representation of task variables. Solid lines indicate the preferred choice and dashed lines the
nonpreferred choice of each unit. (D) Denoised regression coefficients from the linear regression analysis. By definition, the coefficients for choice are almost
exclusively positive.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g004
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inputs are compared to each other. As a result, giving the network both positively tuned
(increasing function of event rate) and negatively tuned (decreasing function of event rate)
inputs [68] greatly improved training. Although gradient-descent training can find a solution
when the inputs are purely positively tuned, this results in much longer training times and
more idiosyncratic unit activities. This illustrates that, while RNN training methods are power-
ful, they must be supplemented with knowledge gained from experiments and previous model-
ing studies. As in experimentally recorded neurons, the units of the network exhibit
heterogeneous responses, with some units showing selectivity to choice, others to modality,
and still others showing mixed selectivity (Fig 6C).

The context-dependent and multisensory integration tasks represent the two end-cases of
when two separate sources of information are available for making a decision. It is of great
interest for future inquiry how the same network or set of networks may switch from
completely ignoring one input to using both inputs to make the optimal decision depending on
the task.

Parametric working memory task
One of the most important—and therefore one of the most widely studied—cognitive functions
is working memory, the ability to maintain and manipulate information for several seconds
during the planning and execution of a task [69, 70]. Working memory has notably been stud-
ied in the context of both oculomotor parametric working memory [71] and vibrotactile fre-
quency discrimination [1, 65], and here we trained a network to perform a task based on the
frequency discrimination task. In this task, two temporally separated stimuli, represented by

Fig 5. Constraining the connectivity. Connectivity after training for the context-dependent integration task (Fig 4), when the connection matrix is (A)
unstructured and (B) structured. Both networks consist of 150 units (120 excitatory, 30 inhibitory). In B the units are divided into two equal-sized “areas,” each
with a local population of inhibitory units (IS and IM) that only project to units in the same area. The “sensory” area (green) receives excitatory inputs and
sends dense, “long-range” excitatory feedforward connections EM ES to the “motor” area (orange) from which the outputs are read out. The sensory area
receives sparse excitatory feedback projections ES EM from the motor area.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g005
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constant inputs whose magnitudes are proportional to the frequency (Fig 7A), are presented
and the network must determine which of the two is of higher frequency. This requires the net-
work to remember the frequency of the first input f1 throughout the 3-second delay period in
order to compare to the second input f2 at the end of the delay period. The network contains a
total of 500 units (400 excitatory, 100 inhibitory), with a connection probability of 0.1 from
excitatory units to all other units and 0.5 from inhibitory units to all other units; these connec-
tion probabilities are consistent with what is known for local microcircuits in cortex [52, 53].
During training only, the delay was varied by uniformly sampling from the range 2.5–3.5 sec-
onds. As in the multisensory integration task, because the network must compare a single
input against itself (rather than comparing two simultaneous inputs to each other), it is helpful
for the network to receive both positively tuned and negatively tuned inputs.

The network’s performance on each condition is shown in Fig 7B. Based on the experimen-
tal results, we trained the network until the lowest percentage of correct responses in any con-
dition exceeded 85%; for most conditions the performance is much higher [34]. Several
different types of behavior are observed in the unit activities. For instance, some units are posi-
tively tuned for the frequency f1 during both stimulus periods (Fig 7D, left). Other units are
positively tuned for f1 during the first stimulus period but negatively tuned during the second
(Fig 7D, right); the switch can occur at various times during the delay. Following [34], we per-
formed a simple linear analysis of the tuning properties of units at different times by fitting the

Fig 6. Multisensory integration task. (A) Example inputs for visual only (left), auditory only (middle), and multisensory (both visual and auditory, right) trials.
Network units receive both positively tuned (increasing function of event rate) and negatively tuned (decreasing function of event rate) inputs; panels here
show positively tuned input corresponding to a rate of 13 events/sec, just above the discrimination boundary. As in the single-stimulus perceptual decision-
making task, the outputs of the network were required to hold low during “fixation” (before stimulus onset), then the output corresponding to a high rate was
required to hold high if the input was above the decision boundary and low otherwise, and vice versa for the output corresponding to a low rate. (B)
Psychometric functions (percentage of choice high as a function of the event rate) for visual, auditory, and multisensory trials showmultisensory
enhancement. (C) Sorted activity on visual only and auditory only trials for three units selective for choice (high vs. low, left), modality (visual vs. auditory,
middle), and both (right).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g006
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firing rate at each time point to the form r(t) = a0(t) + a1(t)f1. The results are presented in Fig
7C, which shows the correlation of a1 between different time points across the population, and
Fig 7E, which shows the percentage of significantly tuned (two-sided p-value<0.05) units at
different times. The latter shows trends similar to those observed in monkeys.

Eye-movement sequence execution task
An experimental paradigm that is qualitatively very different from the previous examples
involves the memorized execution of a sequence of motor movements, and is inspired by the
task of [66]. An important difference from a modeling point of view in this case is that, unlike
in previous tasks where we interpreted the outputs as representing a decision variable between
two choices, here we interpret the network’s two outputs to be the x and y-coordinates corre-
sponding to the monkey’s eye position on the screen. After maintaining fixation on the central
dot for 1 second, the task is to execute a sequence of three eye movements and hold for 500 ms
each (Fig 8A). For each movement, two targets are presented as inputs to indicate the possible
moves in addition to the current dot; although the targets could be presented in a more realistic
manner—in a tuning curve-representation, for instance—here we use the simple encoding in
which each input corresponds to a potential target location. Throughout the trial, an additional
input is given that indicates which sequence, out of a total of 8, is being executed (Fig 8B).

Fig 7. Parametric workingmemory task. (A) Sample positively tuned inputs, showing the case where f1 > f2 (upper) and f1 < f2 (lower). Recurrent units also
receive corresponding negatively tuned inputs. (B) Percentage of correct responses for different combinations of f1 and f2. This plot also defines the colors
used for each condition, labeled by f1, in the remainder of the figure. Due to the overlap in the values of f1, there are 7 distinct colors representing 10 trial
conditions. (C) Lower: Correlation of the tuning a1 (see text) at different time points to the tuning in the middle of the first stimulus period (blue) and middle of
the delay period (green). Upper: The tuning at the end of delay vs. middle of the first stimulus (left) and the end of delay vs. middle of the delay (right). (D)
Single-unit activity for a unit that is positively tuned for f1 during both stimulus periods (left), and for a unit that is positively tuned during the first stimulus
period but negatively tuned during the second stimulus period (right). (E) Proportion of significantly tuned units based on a simple linear regression of the
firing rates as a function of f1 at each time point.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g007
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For this task we trained a 200-unit (160 excitatory, 40 inhibitory) network on a trial-by-trial
basis, i.e., the network parameters were updated after each trial. This corresponds to setting the
gradient minibatch size to 1. Moreover, the network was run “continuously,” without resetting
the initial conditions for each trial (Fig 8D). During the intertrial interval (ITI), the network

Fig 8. Eye-movement sequence execution task. (A) Task structure (for Sequence 5) and (B) sample inputs to the network. During the intertrial interval (ITI)
the network receives only the input indicating the current sequence to be executed. Fixation is indicated by the presence of a fixation input, which is (the
central) one of 9 possible dot positions on the screen. During each movement, the current dot plus two possible target dots appear. (C) State-space
trajectories during the three movements M1, M2, and M3 for each sequence, projected on the first two principal components (PCs) (71% variance explained,
note the different axis scales). The network was run with zero noise to obtain the plotted trajectories. The hierarchical organization of the sequence of
movements is reflected in the splitting off of state-space trajectories. Note that all sequences start at fixation, or dot 5 (black), and are clustered here into two
groups depending on the first move in the sequence. (D) Example run in which the network continuously executes each of the 8 sequences once in a
particular order; the network can execute the sequences in any order. Each sequence is separated by a 1-second ITI during which the eye position returns
from the final dot in the previous trial to the central fixation dot. Upper: Eye position in “screen” coordinates. Lower: x and y-positions of the network’s outputs
indicating a point on the screen. Note the continuity of dynamics across trials.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g008
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returns its eye position to the central fixation point from its location at the end of the third
movement, so that the eye position is in the correct position for the start of the next fixation
period. This occurs even though the target outputs given to the network during training did
not specify the behavior of the outputs during the ITI, which is interesting for future investiga-
tion of such networks’ ability to learn tasks with minimal supervision.

During training, each sequence appeared once in a block of 8 randomly permuted trials.
Here we used a time constant of τ = 50 ms to allow faster transitions between dots. For this task
only, we used a smaller recurrent noise of σrec = 0.01 because the output values were required
to be more precise than in previous tasks, and did not limit readout to excitatory units to allow
for negative coordinates. We note that, in the original task of [66] the monkey was also
required to infer the sequence it had to execute in a block of trials, but we did not implement
this aspect of the task. Instead, the sequence was explicitly indicated by a separate set of inputs.

Because the sequence of movements are organized hierarchically—for instance, the first
movement must decide between going left and going right, the next movement must decide
between going up and going down, and so forth—we expect a hierarchical trajectory in state
space. This is confirmed by performing a principal components analysis and projecting the net-
work’s dynamics onto the first two principal components (PCs) computed across all conditions
(Fig 8C).

Discussion
In this work we have described a framework for gradient descent-based training of excitatory-
inhibitory RNNs, and demonstrated the application of this framework to tasks inspired by
well-known experimental paradigms in systems neuroscience.

Unlike in machine learning applications, our aim in training RNNs is not simply to maxi-
mize the network’s performance, but to train networks so that their performance matches that
of behaving animals while both network activity and architecture are as close to biology as pos-
sible. We have therefore placed great emphasis on the ability to easily explore different sets of
constraints and regularizations, focusing in particular on “hard” constraints informed by biol-
ogy. The incorporation of separate excitatory and inhibitory populations and the ability to con-
strain their connectivity is an important step in this direction, and is the main contribution of
this work.

The framework described in this work for training RNNs differs from previous studies [5, 8]
in several other ways. In this work we use threshold (rectified) linear units for the activation
function of the units. Biological neurons rarely operate in the saturated firing-rate regime, and
the use of an unbounded nonlinearity obviates the need for regularization terms that prevent
units from saturating [8]. Despite the absence of an upper bound, all firing rates nevertheless
remained within a reasonable range. We also favor first-order SGD optimization over second-
order HF methods. This is partly because of SGD’s widely acknowledged effectiveness in cur-
rent approaches to machine learning, but also because gradient descent, unlike HF, allows for
trial-by-trial learning and may ultimately be more easily related to synaptic learning rules in
the brain [39, 40].

Eqs 1–3 are a special case of the more general set of equations for RNNs given in S1 Text,
which in turn represent only one of many possible RNN architectures. For instance, machine
learning applications typically employ a type of RNN known as Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM), which uses multiplicative gates to facilitate learning of long-term dependencies and
currently represents one of the most powerful methods for solving sequence-related problems
[72]. For reasons of biological interpretation, in our implementation we only consider generali-
zations that retain the “traditional” RNN architecture given by Eqs 1–3. These generalizations
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include additive bias terms in recurrent and output units (corresponding to variable thresh-
olds), different time constants for each unit (e.g., faster inhibitory units), correlated noise [73],
and other types of nonlinearities besides simple rectification (e.g., supralinear [74] or saturating
f-I curves) for either recurrent units or outputs. We found that biases, though not used for the
networks in this work, can improve training in some situations by endowing the network with
greater flexibility. The choice of output nonlinearity can be particularly relevant when consid-
ering the precise meaning of the outputs, such as whether the outputs are considered a decision
variable, probability distribution, or eye position. Probability output models are useful, for
instance, when the animal’s confidence about its decision is of interest in addition to its actual
decision.

Several works [5, 7, 34] have now demonstrated the value of trained RNNs in revealing cir-
cuit mechanisms embedded in large neural populations. In addition to the pioneering work on
uncovering a previously unknown selection mechanism for context-dependent integration of
sensory inputs in [5], work reported in [7] used trained RNNs to reveal possible dynamical
implementations of response criterion modulation in a perceptual detection task under tempo-
ral uncertainty. Yet, more recent methods for training networks have not been widely available
or easily accessible to the neuroscience community. We have endeavored to change this by pro-
viding an easy-to-use but flexible implementation of our framework that facilitates further
modifications and extensions. For the tasks featured in this work, the amount of time needed
for training was relatively short and largely consistent across different initializations (Fig 9),
and could be made even shorter for exploratory training by reducing the network size and
noise level. Although further improvements can be made, our results already demonstrate that
exploratory network training can be a practical and useful tool for neuroscientists. Moreover,
while the present learning rule is not biologically plausible, it is of interest whether the behav-
ioral trajectory of learning can be made similar to that of animals learning the same tasks. In
particular, the question of how many trials are needed to learn a given task in model RNNs and
animals merits further investigation.

Many interesting and challenging questions remain. Although RNNs of rate units often pro-
vide a valuable starting point for investigating both the dynamical and neural computational
mechanisms underlying cognitive functions, they will not always be the most appropriate level
of description for biological neural circuits. In this work we have not addressed the question of
how the firing rate description given by RNN training can be properly mapped to the more
realistic case of spiking neurons, and indeed it is not completely clear, at present, how spiking
neurons may be directly trained for general tasks using this type of approach. In this work we
have only addressed tasks that could be formulated in the language of supervised learning, i.e.,
the correct outputs were explicitly given for each set of inputs. Combining RNN training with
reinforcement learning methods [75–77] will be essential to bringing network training closer
to the reward-based manner in which animals are trained. Despite limitations, particularly on
the range of tasks that can be learned, progress on training spiking neurons with STDP-type
rules and reinforcement learning is promising [78–80], and future work will incorporate such
advances. Other physiologically relevant phenomena such as bursting, adaptation, and oscilla-
tions are currently not captured by our framework, but can be incorporated in the future; adap-
tation, for example, can be included in phenomenological form appropriate to a rate model
[81, 82].

We have also not addressed what computational advantages are conferred, for example, by
the existence of separate excitatory and inhibitory populations, instead taking it as a biological
fact that must be included in models of animal cognition. Indeed, although our discussion has
focused on the distinction between excitatory and inhibitory neurons, the functional role of
inhibitory units may only become apparent when the full diversity of excitatory and inhibitory
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Fig 9. Estimated performance during training for networks in the Results. (A)-(I) Percentage of correct
responses. (J) Error in eye position. For each network the relevant figure in the main text and a brief
description are given. Black lines are for the networks shown in the main text, while gray lines show the
performance for 5 additional networks trained for the same tasks but using different initial weights. Red lines
indicate the target performance; training terminated when the mean performance on several (usually 5)
evaluations of the validation dataset exceeded the target performance. In I the target performance indicates
the minimum, rather than mean, percentage of correct responses across conditions. The number of recurrent
units (green) is indicated for each network. The number of minutes (in “real-time”) needed for training (blue)
are estimates for a MacBook Pro running OS X Yosemite 10.10.4, with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 16
GB 1600 MHz DDR3memory. GPUs were not used in the training of these networks.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004792.g009
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neuronal morphology and physiology, their layer and type-specific distribution and connectiv-
ity [49, 50], and domain-specific (e.g., dendritic versus somatic) targeting of excitatory pyrami-
dal cells by interneurons [23, 25, 27, 51] in the brain are taken into account. Some of these
phenomena can already be implemented in the framework by fixing the pattern of connectivity
between groups of units (corresponding, for example, to different layers in a cortical column),
and future work will explore the implications of such structure on network dynamics.

Finally, although we have performed a few basic analyses of the resulting networks, we have
not addressed the detailed mechanisms by which networks accomplish their tasks. In this
regard, although state-space analyses of fixed and “slow” points [83] are illuminating they do
not yet explain how the network’s connectivity, combined with the nonlinear activation func-
tions, lead to the observed neural trajectories. Discovering general methods for the systematic
analysis of trained networks remains one of the most important areas of inquiry if RNNs are to
provide useful insights into the operation of biological neural circuits. As a platform for theo-
retical investigation, trained RNNs offer a unified setting in which diverse cognitive computa-
tions and mechanisms can be studied. Our results provide a valuable foundation for tackling
this challenge by facilitating the generation of candidate networks to study, and represent a
fruitful interaction between modern machine learning and neuroscience.

Supporting Information
S1 Code. Example task specification: perceptual decision-making task.
(PY)

S1 Text. General equations for a recurrent neural network.
(PDF)
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